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I am elated to be able to present to you Volume 8 of our “Leglytical” a source
of a lot of exhilarating activities and outstanding accomplishments. As I have
quoted from the Dalai Lama, we in the School of Law involve and engross
students in divergent activities. Here, apart from theoretical knowledge
students also get an opportunity to gain practical understanding by visiting
different educational trips. Leglytical portrays and captures all such notable
moments and creates a wonderful memoir of the School of Law, Sushant
University. 
I whole-heartedly congratulate the Editorial and Creative Team of Leglytical
headed by Dr.Sulakshana Banerjee Assistant Professor for such mesmerizing
creativity and generating such motivation and intellectuality amongst
students. Leglytical is providing the path to breed confidence, courage, hope
and assisting the students to grow and progress. Looking forward to more
such artistry and innovations in upcoming days. 
With Best Wishes 
Prof. (Dr.) Jagbir Singh Dahiya 
Dean, SOL 

“When educating the minds of our youth, we must not
forget to educate their hearts”-    Dalai Lama 

 
 



Prof.(Dr.) Kanu
Priya 

From the Associate Dean's Desk
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Here comes the 8th Volume of the quarterly Newsletter of School of Law, Sushant
University. This volume marks and captures the beginning of session 2022-23. With the
culmination of academic session 2021-22, we have given a great practical exposure to the
students through visits as was featured in the last edition. During the last quarter, we
have concluded with the semester end reports, student achievements through exam
performance, grabbing scholarships, undertaking internships and placements for the final
year students. We are furthermore focused on bringing pour curriculum at par with the
requirements of the industry, thus, we have executed the changes from the new academic
year and prepared accordingly to bring in more inclusivity and skill enhancement for the
new generation of lawyers. With globalization, we are adapting to the international
standards by signing collaborations and involving industry experts in impartation of
knowledge and skills to the students and faculty.  
I am happy to share that after a long time, the students are able to enjoy their campus life
freely by organizing various cultural activities, especially the fresher’s welcoming the
new batch. The students are now filled with contentment as to academics as well as
extracurricular activities as they have no boundaries or limitations now. 
I am glad that team “LEGLYTICAL: The Treasure of School of Law” is consistently
recording the achievements of the entire school in this beautiful compendium! 

“Reach for the stars, spread your wings and fly. You
never know what you can do ’til you try.” 

― Munsif Fakhr 
 

-Prof. (Dr.) Kanu Priya 



“Every artist dips his brush in his own soul, and paints his own
nature into his pictures.”                                    

-Henry Ward Beecher 
 

It’s well said that when you work from the heart everything works and creating a
memoir is not an ordinary task so undoubtedly, it provides immense satisfaction and
happiness. It’s   my honour and pleasure to come forward with Volume -8 of Leglytical –A
Treasure of School of Law. “Leglytical” depicts a series of intuitive events and a gamut of
glorious moments held at School of Law, Sushant University. In a nutshell, Leglytical is
the most precious asset of the School of Law as through it we can view, review and
analyze the connection of creativity with innovation. Creativity opens the mind and with
this facet we are in constant practice to open the minds of our students and to inspire
them towards the holistic development of life.  
With the objective to affirm and glorify life Leglytical has achieved applauding thoughts
from within and outside Sushant University. Hope, this publication will also provide
great satisfaction and enthusiasm to all. As “Leglytical” is an outcome of head, hand and
heart so it creates a path to grab the dream and emboldens to continue the courage. As it
is rightly said- “The beautiful work of art brings consolation in sorrow and affirmation in
joy. It shows human life to be worthwhile.” -Roger Scruton 

-Dr. Sulakshana Banerjee Mukherjee 

Inside
Leglytical 
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EDITORIAL AND
CREATIVE TEAM 

INDERPREET
SINGH 

HIMANSHI
RAGHAV 

RIDHI SHARMA 
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PROF.(DR.) SULAKSHANA
BANERJEE



EVENTS AT A GLANCE

No stream of society is outside ambit the ambit of Law. School of Law,Sushant
University in order to bridge the gap between School and University initiated
the Capstone Programme from 1st July,2022 to 1st August ,2022. The present
course has build a bridge for the law students who were beginners coming from
diverse academic backgrounds and has acquainted them with different
dimensions of law and it’s interlinking with humanities, management and other
relevant disciplines. The course has ensembled the evolution of Law and its
development in Indian and global context, its alignment with society, business
and other contemporary fields of human endeavour. The course has enabled the
students to conceptualise ‘What is Law?’ and how it is omnipresent,
academically and professionally. The subject has transgressed the contours of
the five-years integrated BALL.B, BBA LL.B and three years LL.B program. The
objective of the course is to familiarise the students starting their journey as a
Lawyer with fundamental understanding of law. This course includes Online
Lectures, Documentaries/ PPT, Group discussion/Debate, Expert talks/ Webinar.
The course is designed by Prof. Anuskha Dahiya and coordinated by Prof.
Anupama Singh. 

CAPSTONE PROGRAMME 2022

School of Law, Sushant University had conducted a week-long Faculty Development
Program on the theme “Online Education and Research in the Post-COVID Era” from
25th July to 29th July, 2022. The conveners of the FDP were Prof. Vipul Gaur and Prof.
Arushi Mehta and was open for the faculty members of both outside and inside the
university. As has been rightly said, “Education lays the foundation stone for the
future”.The Sustainable Development Goals which have been given by the United
Nations have Education as Goal 4, which includes promoting quality and equitable
education. Due to COVID-19 which had hit the world in 2019 there was a paradigm
shift in the mode of working from being offline to online, education sector was no
exception to it. An important issue which came up for the faculties was, how to
provide lectures to the students in an online mode especially for courses which
required practical learning.The purpose of this FDP was to learn more about the use
of these online resources for educating pupils and also on how to use the various
tools and research engines for conducting a meaningful and purposeful research.The
FDP began with an introductory session from our Hon’ble Vice Chancellor Prof. (Dr.)
Rakesh Ranjan Sir who emphasised upon the concept of Blended Learning in today’s
times wherein there should be perfect use of both online and offline resources. The
first day ended with a session on the Art of Writing a Research Manuscript by Mr.
Abraham Joseph. The sessions of FDP included discussions on topics ranging from
Importance of Soft Skills, National Education Policy 2020, Flipped Pedagogy to Work
Life Balance.  

FDP ON ONLINE EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH IN THE POST-COVID ERA
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The Centre for Criminal Justice and Policy, School of Law, Sushant
University headed by Prof. (Dr.) Anil Dawra organised a Guest
Lecture on "Civil Services as a Career Option and the Role of Law in
Police" on 29th August, 2022 in the Moot Court Hall. The Chief
Guest Dr. Hanif Qureshi IPS Commissioner of Police, Panchkula,
Addl. Director General of Police was warmly welcomed by the
Dean, Prof. (Dr.) Jagbir Singh Dahiya. Dr. Hanif Qureshi gave a very
riveting, captivating and engaging talk to keep the students
spellbound. The areas touched by the Chief Guest are the various
ways to concoct for competitive examination and the different
methodology to be opted while studying. The session was
incredibly well structured and completely focused on how to
transform the challenges into opportunities as a civil services
aspirant. Dr. Qureshi addressed each and every question of the
students with utmost delight and patience and made the session
highly attention-grabbing and insightful one.     

GUEST LECTURE ON CIVIL SERVICES AS A CAREER 

VISIT TO DISTRICT JAIL, BHONDSI, GURUGRAM

The School of Law, Sushant University organized a visit to
the Police Station as part of their practical activity on 31st
August, 2022. The students visited the grounds of the
District Jail situated at Bhondsi village, Gurugram. The
Students were informed before visiting the Jail regarding
the protocols being followed by the jail authorities to
involve the inmates in different activities. The jail officials
told the students about the rules and regulations of the
premises. Moreover, students were provided opportunity
to acquaint with the lifestyle and daily deeds of the
inmates. The lush green campus with amenities such as
hospital, recreational centre, training centre, creche, radio
station etc. are set up to strengthen the process of
reformation. The visit gave a first-hand experience to the
students and they valued how the prisons in India are
transitioning into reformatory centres in its true sense.
Overall, it was a great and insightful learning experience
for the students. The students were accompanied by
Dr.Sulakshana and Ms.Anushka Chaudhury.
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INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO CYBER POLICE
STATION, GURUGRAM 

 
 

School of Law organized a visit to the Cyber Police Station,
Gurugram on 1st September, 2022 for the students of first
and second semester of BA LL.B, BBA LL.B and LL.B. The
students were briefed by an official who explained the
working of the Police in relation to the Cyber Crimes. The
Second briefing was done by the ACP Cyber Crimes, who
explained the students in detail about various types of
cybercrimes in the District and the ways of protection
from it. After this, the students were made familiar with
the Cyber Police station undertakings and an interactive
session was conducted by an official who gave insights into
the investigating procedure for the cyber law offences. It
was overall an insightful learning experience for the
students who use digital platforms nowadays.

TEACHER'S DAY CELEBRATION 

On account of Teacher's Day, the SOL Cultural Committee, Darpan organized a
grand celebration led by 3rd year BA/BBALLB students. The event started with
lamp lighting followed by special addresses by the esteemed guests, Pro Vice
Chancellor of Sushant University, Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Sharma and Prof. (Dr.)
Anil Dawra, Professor, School of Law. Further, students enthralled all the
teachers with their remarkable performances. Deepak, Shikha (2nd year
students) and Himanshi  (3rd year student) presented a wonderful dance.
Aastha Shrivastav (2nd year student) and Arsh  Nair (5th year student) soothed
everyone's ears with their melodious voices respectively. Finally, the girls of
third year mesmerized everyone with their bollywood tadka dance
performance, wherein the performers were Dakshita Sharma Katare,
Himanshi Raghav, Mousam Gupta, Ridhi Sharma and Vrinda Gupta.  
Fun activities were also arranged for the teachers including the games of burst
the baloon, musical  chairs, bollywood bonanza and fold the paper and show
the move (newspaper dance). A fashion show was also organised for them .
After all the performances, the students distributed mementos to all the
Professors as a kind gesture of thanking them for guiding them in all walks of
their lives. Additionally, Prof. Dr. Sulakshana Banerjee Mukherjee and Prof.
Vipul Gaur were awarded the best dressed female teacher and male teacher
award respectively. The event ended with cake cutting and a delightful vote of
thanks by Prof. Dr. Kanu Priya, which was followed by lunch for Professors at
Vatel Epicure.  
The entire event was well coordinated by student coordinators Khushi
Vashistha, Nitansha Bhatia,  Dakshita Sharma Katare, Ridhi Sharma, Vrinda
Gupta, Mousam Gupta, Himanshi Raghav and Rishi Deb with support and
guidance of Prof.(Dr.) Jagbir Singh Dahi1ya Dean ,School of Law and Cultural
Committee Coordinator Prof. Dr. Anjali Sehrawat.  
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GUEST LECTURE ON CYBER CRIME

School of Law, Sushant University organized a Guest Lecture
on 7th September,2022 for the faculty members and students
for awareness on the increasing cases of Cyber Crime in
today’s time. A team of officials from the Cyber Police
Station visited the campus for the Guest Lecture. The initial
lecture was given by an official who explained the students
the different types of Cyber Crimes which are occurring
frequently in the district. Further, a senior Police official
explained in detail about how Cyber Crimes are committed
and the modes of it safeguards. The session ended with the
question-answer round, where the faculty members and
students asked their queries from the officials. It was an
interactive and a learning session and created an awareness
for the attendees. The faculty coordinator of the event was
Prof. Vipul Gaur.

HINDI DIWAS CELEBRATION 
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Darpan, Cultural Committee, School of Law, celebrated Hindi Diwas
on 14th September,2022. The masters of ceremony Aryan Dahiya
and Peehu Gupta started the event by welcoming the guests,
followed by the lamp lighting where the esteemed guests and the
deans of various schools lit the lamp. There were various cultural
performances including a performance by Aastha Srivastava (2nd-
year BBA LLB student) who presented a very graceful classical
Odissi dance. The event continued with special addresses by the
esteemed guests, Vice Chancellor, Sushant university, Prof. (Dr.)
Rakesh Ranjan, Pro Vice-Chancellor, Sushant university, Prof. (Dr.)
Sanjeev Kumar Sharma and the Dean, School of law, Prof. (Dr.)
Jagbir Singh Dahiya.  
Teachers and students from across the Departments participated
and competitions included -Dancing, Poetry, Spelling Bee,
Translation, and Hindi quiz. Winners from various competitions
received certificates from the Dean, SOL Dr. Jagbir Singh Dahiya,
Associate Dean Prof. (Dr.) Kanupriya, Prof. (Dr.) Anil Dawra and Dr.
Anjali Sehrawat. The event ended with a vote of thanks by Faculty
Coordinator Dr. Anjali Sehrawat wherein she appreciated the core
team volunteers -Peehu Gupta, Aryan Dahiya, Anchal Mehta,
Shaurya Saxena, Heera Lal Mehra, Dakshita Sharma Katare for
coordinating the event so well and making it a grand success. 



EDUCATIONAL VISIT TO PARLIAMENT OF
INDIA

Students of School of Law on 9th September, 2022 paid a visit to Parliament to
experience and study the Parliamentary functioning and legislative drafting of
Parliament. It was an incredibly intense experience for the law students to visit the
supreme legislative body of India. The faculty Coordinator Dr. Anjali Sehrawat along
with co-coordinator Prof. Anushka Chaudhary started the trip by taking students to
Bengali Market where students enjoyed the sumptuous food.The students reached
Parliament House in full strength and the first event was an informative session by
Mr. Partha Goswami, Additional Director, Lok Sabha, Parliament of India. He
explained the entire functioning of Parliament, the procedure of passing Bills in both
the Houses, the working of various Parliamentary Committees and other various
functions of the Parliament. The students were mesmerized by the beauty of Lok
Sabha (the House of the People) and Rajya Sabha (the House of the States). Here, they
were explained the entire procedure of voting in the both the Houses and the
protocols followed in them. The students were also shown the historical Central Hall
of the Parliament, where currently the Joint Parliamentary Session, presided over by
the President of India takes place. It was the same historical hall where Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru addressed his historical speech, "A Tryst with the Destiny". It was a
fun-filled and edifying trip. 
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ROTRACT CLUB INSTALLATION 

The Rotaract Club of Sushant University organized the Thanksgiving Ceremony of
the Outgoing President, Ms. Samridhi Bansal and her team, as well as the
Installation Ceremony of President Aditya Gupta and his team. The ceremony began
with the lighting of the lamp and singing of the National Anthem, followed by a
speech by the Honorable Pro Vice Chancellor, who urged students to focus not just
on their individual careers but also on contributing to social change.  The Outgoing
Secretary, Rahul Bansal presented the Annual Report of the Club, which included
activities oriented towards both social service and building friendships between
students.  
This was followed by speeches by Rotarians Mr. Hitesh and Mr. Manish Gupta, who
encouraged students to focus on social service and also described the challenges
they faced. The Outgoing President Samridhi felicitated her team and shared her
experiences, followed by the Installation of Incoming Members and Office Bearers
in a dignified ceremony. President Aditya Gupta shared many anecdotes about his
tenure. The ceremony concluded with inspiring speeches by Honorable Brigadier
VK Chopra and Dr. Sarita Chopra, who linked social service with India’s growth as
an Indpendent nation. This was followed by a lavish High Tea. The event was
planned and coordinated by Prof.Anushka Choudhry,Assistant Professor of Law and
student members of Rotaract Club. 
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Bhumika Dandona student of 4th year BBA LL.B
(Hons.) did case analysis on ‘Associate Builders v.
Delhi Development Authority’ and got published in
the Indian Journal of Law and Legal Research in
August, 2022. 

Lavanya Gupta student of 4th year BBA
LL.B(Hons), participated in Poster Making
Competition and in a Group Discussion organized
by Speak Up World Foundation in the month of
Juy,2022. 

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS

Dr.Tania Girotra student of 3rd semester LL.B(Hons.)participated
in Cyclathon event organised by the PCRA at the American
Excelsior School Gurugram on August 27,2022.It is a matter of
genuine concern to create awareness about conservation of our
resources for sustainable development. Also, Dr. Tania
participated in the Menstrual Awareness Booth organised by the
Rotaract Club of Sushant University . 
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Nripesh Mahlawat student of 3rd year BBA LL.B (Hons.) is an
equestrian and has recently participated in the harmony
Equestrian Centre Horse Show on 21st August ,2022 and won
silver medal in the 1.15 cm show jumping and also won a gold
in Modi equestrian horse show in the 1.15cm class held on 4th
September ,2022.



Sonia Balhara student of 4th year BA LL.B (Hons.) published her research paper in-
1.Law Essentials Journal, (ISSN: 2582-6735), Volume 2 Issue 4 (2022) on the topic“Dying
Declaration in India”.
2.International Journal for Legal Research & Analysis (ISSN: 2582-6433), Volume 2 Issue 7
(2022) on the topic “Cyber Jurisprudence at Indian and International Level”. 
3.A case commentary in the International Journal for Legal Research & Analysis (ISSN: 2582-
6433), Volume 2 Issue 7 (2022) of the case “Vishaka & Ors. Vs. State of Rajasthan & Ors.”.
Apart from this she is the President of a NGO “Samaj Kalyan Jan Jagrukta Foundation”. On
the Occasion of 75th Independence Day she was awarded for her contributions in social
service.

Shivani Bhargava student of 2nd year LL.B (Hons.)has
participated in a debate on " Human Cloning ", organised
as part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav. She has also acted as
Member of the Rotaract Club, Sushant University and
Editorial Head, Rotaract Club of Sushant University. 

Prashant Yadav student of 3rd year BA
LL.B (Hons.) published a research paper
on the topic "Live-In Relationships In
Indian Perspective"with Kripa Drishti
Publications (ISBN NO. 987-93-94570-
44-3).
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Prof. Dr. Kanu Priya & Team wonderfully conducted ‘Prarambh’-
Orientation 2022. She was appreciated for her hard work and
efforts in making the event successful and was also invited to
Judge S.K. Puri Memorial Moot Court Competition- Justified, 2022
organized by Law Centre-II, Delhi University on July 16,2022.

Dr.Sulakshana Banerjee Mukherjee has received
Young Leader “Best Innovator Award” (Gold) on 24th
July, 2022 by the PNGI Forum in collaboration with
G.D Goenka University. She has received the Award
from Honourable Vice Chancellor of G.D Goenka
University Prof. (Dr.) Tabrez Ahmad Sir and Founder
& CEO of Achchi India News Channel Madam Richa
Jain Kalra.

Dr. Anjali Sehrawat, Assistant Professor, School of Law was
invited as a resource person in a one-week Faculty
Development Programme on the theme  "Blended learning
and its Tools for Effective Teaching"  organized by the School
of Health Sciences held from 25-29th July,2022 and was invited
as a resource person for an online session in one week FDP
"Constructive Teaching Expertise in the Phygital Era"
organized by Vatel Hotel and Tourism Business School from
18th July-22nd July 2022.She also addressed the faculty of
Sushant University on the topic " Course file preparation and
Moodle learning in a one-week FDP 'Outcome Based
Learning(OBE) scheduled from 4th July-8th July 2022
organised by the School of Engineering and Technology.

FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS
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Honorable Dean,Prof. (Dr.) Jagbir Singh Dahiya has
visited The Law School, Walter F. Mondale Hall,The
Judicial Center U.S from 8th July,2022 to 20th July, 2022.



Dr. Anjali Sehrawat and Prof. Arushi Mehta presented a paper titled “CSR in
India: A Roadmap towards achieving the SDGs” in the International
Conference on Advanced Technology, Sustainability and Management
conducted by School of Business and School of Engineering, Sushant
University held on 28th and 29th July, 2022.

Prof. Vidushi Puri published a research paper on the
topic“Mandatory versus Voluntary Corporate Social
Responsibility: A comparative Analysis of CSR
Regime in India and Singapore” in GNLU Journal of
Law & Economics -A UGC Care List-1 journal.

Prof. Anupama Singh has successfully participated
one week Faculty Development Program on "Multi
Dimensions of Justice: Law and Beyond"from 18th
July to 23rd July,2022 organized by IILM Law
School, Gurugram. 
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BEGINNERS OUTLOOK
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Though I work in an unrelated industry, but there was a need for
me to understand legal aspects while discussing the design of
applications. Then I felt the need that rather than depending on
legal team for small queries,I should enhance my legal awareness
and decided to do a law course. Threre were many Law colleges in
my option to get admitted tos, but after researching and
interacting with the faculty of School Of law aw, I was impressed
and without any second thought took admission in School of Law ,
Sushant University. Based on the initial few weeks, the faculty is
highly professional and knowledgeable. They go out of way to
make the students comfortable in the class. Awesome case study
based learning is implemented.After learning here at School of
Law,I am very much satisfied with the teaching methodology of
our great professors.

Nikunja Rout
LL.B 1st year



Sushant University, Gurugram hosted a 23-member delegation from Dhaka International
University, Bangladesh. The delegation comprised of Chairman (BOT) of DIU, Directors &
faculty members from the departments of Law, Pharmacy and Engineering. In the era of
globalization, cross boundary learning has become highly imperative for both the
students and the faculty. In order to achieve this objective, Sushant University entered
into an academic collaboration with Dhaka International University and signed an MoU
with an objective to establish and develop a close partnership to promote academic and
cultural exchanges between the two Institutions through mutual assistance, exchange of
students and faculty, collaboration relating to joint research ventures, seminars,
distinguished visitors, as well as educational initiatives towards the goal of innovating
and reinvigorating standards of education. The Chairman of DIU, Barrister Shameem
Haider Patwary addressed the students of Sushant University in the auditorium and he
was felicitated by the Pro Vice Chancellor, Dr. Sanjeev Sharma. The delegation visited
various departments of the University to understand their functioning and kind of
innovation brought into the curriculum in respective domains. They were briefed in
details by the respective Deans of various departments. It is sincerely hoped that this
collaboration will benefit both the institutions in terms of growth and innovation in
higher education.

ACCOLADES OF SCHOOL OF LAW 
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Golf Course Road, Huda, Sushant Lok 2, 
Sector 55, Gurugram, Haryana 122003 

+91-124-4750400, +91-124-4750501 
email id– 

editorialteamsol@sushantuniversity.edu.in
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